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Abstract

Named entity recognition is a challenging task001
that has been widely studied in English. Al-002
though there are some efforts for named entity003
recognition in Turkish language, the reported004
results are limited to particular datasets and005
models. Moreover, there is a lack of compar-006
ative analysis for named entity recognition in007
Turkish. In this study, we contribute to the lit-008
erature in three folds. First, we provide an up-009
to-date short survey on Turkish named entity010
recognition studies. Second, we compare state-011
of-the-art named entity recognition models on012
various Turkish datasets that we can access to.013
Lastly, we analyze a set of linguistic process-014
ing steps that would affect the performance of015
Turkish named entity recognition.016

1 Introduction017

Named entity recognition (NER) is an essential sub-018

task of information extraction, which finds the pre-019

determined named entity classes in a text. NER is020

frequently used as a key component in several NLP021

applications; such as Information Retrieval (Mandl022

and Womser-Hacker, 2005), Question-Answering023

(Pizzato et al., 2006), Machine Translation (Babych024

and Hartley, 2003), Automatic Text Summarization025

(Nobata et al., 2002).026

Although NER is widely studied in many lan-027

guages as English (Yadav and Bethard, 2018), Chi-028

nese (Ma et al., 2020), and Arabic (Shaalan, 2014);029

NER is still a challenging task for agglutinative and030

morphologically rich languages, such as Turkish.031

Turkish NER studies report high performance re-032

sults on the well-written text datasets, such as news033

articles (Aras et al., 2020; Gunes and Tantug, 2018).034

On the other hand, excessive usage of social media035

results in noisy text data, such as tweets, includ-036

ing lots of spelling errors, abbreviations, semantic037

ambiguity, and user-generated words. This makes038

noisy texts difficult to analyze, which results in039

lower performance (Akkaya and Can, 2021) From040

these perspectives, models and datasets need to 041

be analyzed by comparing several datasets with 042

various models to understand their generalization 043

capability. 044

In this study, to give a big picture of up-to-date 045

studies, we first provide a short survey on Turk- 046

ish named entity recognition. We then compare 047

state-of-the-art named entity recognition models to 048

analyze them various in Turkish datasets. We lastly 049

provide a linguistic analysis on the performance of 050

models. 051

Our contributions can be summarized in three 052

folds. First, we provide an up-to-date short sur- 053

vey on Turkish named entity recognition studies. 054

Second, we compare state-of-the-art named entity 055

recognition models on various Turkish datasets that 056

we can access to. Lastly, we analyze a set of lin- 057

guistic processing steps that would affect the per- 058

formance of Turkish named entity recognition. 059

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We 060

give a detailed review of Turkish NER studies in 061

Section 2. We report our experimental results in 062

Section 3. We provide a brief discussion on main 063

insights and Turkish-specific challenges in Section 064

4. We conclude the study in the last section. 065

2 A Short Survey on Turkish NER 066

In Turkish NER studies, employing morphologi- 067

cal and syntactic features is commonly observed 068

widely to increase the performance of the experi- 069

ments. A brief summary of the Turkish NER stud- 070

ies with datasets and the F1 scores are presented in 071

Table 1. According to our observations, we divide 072

the related work subsections considering methods 073

through studies, which are rule-based, machine 074

learning, neural networks and transformer-based 075

studies. 076

2.1 Rule-based Studies 077

Earliler traditional NER studies are composed of 078

rule-based studies that need linguistic experts to 079
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Study Approach Data F1
Aras et al. (2020) BERTurk-CRF News 95.95
Gunes and Tantug (2018) Deep-BiLSTM News 93.69
Güngör et al. (2018) CRF News 93.37
Şeker and Eryiğit (2012) CRF News 91.94
Tür et al. (2003) HMM News 91.56
Akdemir and Güngör (2019) CRF News 89.89
Yeniterzi (2011) CRF News 88.94
Şeker and Eryiğit (2017) CRF Tw-DS 67.96
Akkaya and Can (2021) BiLSTM-CRF Tw-DS 67.39
Eken and Tantuğ (2015) CRF Tweets 63.77
Onal and Karagoz (2015) WAN Tw7 57.26

WAN Speech 71.54
Küçük and Steinberger (2014) Rule-based Tw7 54.81
Çelikkaya et al. (2013) CRF Media 91.64

CRF Twitter 13.88
CRF Speech 50.69

Yilmaz et al. (2020) BiLSTM-CRF TW 82.90
BiLSTM-CRF FB 83.90
BiLSTM-CRF DH 83.70

Table 1: A summary of related studies on Turkish NER.

analyze the resource and craft language depen-080

dent features. Large gazetteers and normalizers081

are commonly employed in these studies. Küçük082

and Yazici (2009) presented the first rule-based083

NER system on news articles, child stories, and084

historical texts with 78.7%, 69.3%, and 55.3% F1085

scores, respectively. They did not use the capital-086

ization and punctuation rules to make the system087

robust for noisy texts.088

Tatar and Cicekli (2011) developed an auto-089

matic rule learning system and reported F1 score of090

91.08% on the TurkIE dataset manually tagged on091

terrorism using both online and printed newspapers.092

Küçük and Yazıcı (2012) proposed the first hybrid093

Turkish named entity recognizer. In this study they094

improved the model to learn from annotated data095

when available. They achieved a hybrid system em-096

ploying the high success rate of rule based system097

on the dataset used in Küçük and Yazici (2009).098

Küçük and Steinberger (2014) implemented a099

rule-based system on tweets by adapting its rules to100

fit the datasets better by relaxing capitalization con-101

straints and by diacritics-based expansion, and they102

also employed a simplistic normalization scheme.103

They experimented on two different Turkish tweet104

datasets. They reported scores on the their tweet105

dataset, Tw-DS (Küçük and Steinberger, 2014), and106

Twitter dataset (Çelikkaya et al., 2013).107

2.2 Machine Learning Studies108

Machine learning based studies in Turkish NER109

widely consists of CRF method, which is a proba-110

bilistic model to label sequence. In these studies111

feature engineering is done to craft inputs of CRF.112

Tür et al. (2003) presented the first Turkish NER 113

study based on Hidden Markov Models (Rabiner 114

and Juang, 1986), which is a statistical learning 115

approach on a well-written dataset, News Articles 116

(News). Yeniterzi (2011) provided improvement 117

over their own baseline (Yeniterzi, 2011) by 7.6%. 118

They implemented a CRF-based system employing 119

roots and morphological features of words and used 120

a morpheme-level tokenization method that repre- 121

sents the word as root and morphological feature 122

states. Şeker and Eryiğit (2012) presented explo- 123

rations on the usage of morphological structure as 124

features to the CRF with some gazetteers. They 125

reported the highest F1 scores until then with and 126

without gazetteers. 127

Çelikkaya et al. (2013) prepared three new 128

noisy Turkish datasets whose domains are Twit- 129

ter, Speech-to-Text Interface, and Hardware Fo- 130

rum. They used the same method as in (Şeker and 131

Eryiğit, 2012) with an addition of a normalizer at 132

the morphological processing in order to normal- 133

ize noisy data. They created three different mod- 134

els composing different sets of features and tested 135

them with normalization and without normaliza- 136

tion. They reported relatively lower success rates 137

on different noisy datasets in comoparison with the 138

well-written text datasets News Media (Media). 139

Eken and Tantuğ (2015) creates the Tweets 140

dataset and merge them with Twitter data (Çe- 141

likkaya et al., 2013) to train CRF and test the model 142

on Tweets Test split. Taşpınar et al. (2017) imple- 143

mented different machine learning approaches by 144

benefiting word embeddings along with the Tweet- 145

specific syntactic features. Şeker and Eryiğit (2017) 146

proposed a CRF-based framework employing from 147

morpheme level processing. They achieved 67.96% 148

F1 score on Tw-DS, which is the re-annotated ver- 149

sion of Çelikkaya et al. (2013). Güngör et al. 150

(2018) employed RNN (Rumelhart et al., 1986) 151

structure to create context vector embeddings and 152

CRF model to predict named entities. 153

Akdemir and Güngör (2019) proposed a hybrid 154

model that makes use of hand-crafted features. De- 155

pendency parsing related features together with 156

other features is used to boost NER performance. 157

The model is CRF-based and uses News Articles 158

(News) dataset (Tür et al., 2003). 159

2.3 Neural Network studies 160

Neural Networks methods are exemplified as BiL- 161

STM and BiLSTM-CRF models in Turkish NER 162
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studies, which are sequentially process the words.163

Demir and Özgür (2014) implemented a semi-164

supervised learning approach based on neural net-165

works using the framework of Ratinov and Roth166

(2009), who employs regularized averaged percep-167

tron algorithm. They adopted a fast unsupervised168

method to learn continuous vector representations169

of the words and used them with language inde-170

pendent features. They improved previous state-171

of-the-art result by 2.26% over Şeker and Eryiğit172

(2012) (overall 91.85%) without using gazetteers173

for Turkish and Czech by 1.53% over Konkol and174

Konopík (2013) (overall 75.61%). Unlike previous175

works their system does not make use of any lan-176

guage dependent features; thus, it is implementable177

also for other morphologically rich languages like178

Czech.179

Onal and Karagoz (2015) obtained word embed-180

dings and used them as features to train Window181

Approach Network (WAN) of the SENNA, which182

is the NLP from Scratch framework proposed in183

Collobert et al. (2011). They trained the word em-184

beddings on a large and merged unannotated text185

corpus (Boun Web Corpus Sak et al. (2008) and186

Turkish Wikipedia1) containing around 500M to-187

kens, with a vocabulary of size 954K. Moreover,188

the NER Classifier model is learned in supervised189

manner on Tür et al. (2003) data set. Evaluating on190

six different data sets from previous studies, they191

improved the F1 score on Tw7 (Küçük and Stein-192

berger, 2014) to 57.26% from 48.13%, for Speech193

dataset (Çelikkaya et al., 2013) to 71.54% from194

50.84%.195

Okur et al. (2016) utilized a semi-supervised196

learning approach based on neural networks where197

a regularized averaged multiclass perceptron is198

used. They employed Skip-gram model to obtain199

word vectors using word2vec Mikolov et al. (2013)200

on Boun Web Corpus, together with language inde-201

pendent features that are engineered to work better202

on informal text types. In addition, for supervised203

learning steps, they used News Articles (News),204

Twitter dataset (Çelikkaya et al., 2013) and Tw7205

(Küçük and Steinberger, 2014). They achieved the206

state-of-the-art until then for Twitter dataset and207

Tw7 with 48.96% and 56.79% respectively.208

Gunes and Tantug (2018) utilized a neural net-209

work application. They implemented RNN ar-210

chitecture via using BiLSTM and Deep-BiLSTM.211

They improved the F1 score of (Güngör et al., 2018)212

1https://tr.wikipedia.org/

by 0.10%, and their best model is reported with 213

93.69% F1 score. 214

Yilmaz et al. (2020), proposed a hybrid frame- 215

work, and created informal datasets from Twitter, 216

Facebook2, and Forum Website Donanimhaber3. 217

This dataset is annotated by three annotators with 218

16 NER tags and whole data set includes 1,671,665 219

words which is larger than the most commonly used 220

dataset (News) in Turkish NER studies. They em- 221

ployed word embeddings, character representation, 222

morphological features, POS tags and gazetteers 223

to compose word representation. Cross-domain ex- 224

periments were done on three datasets. The best F1 225

scores of their study are 83.8% for Twitter (TW), 226

85.3% for Facebook (FB), and 84.5 % for Forum 227

Website (DH). 228

Akkaya and Can (2021) present transfer learning 229

by adopting a deep recurrent neural network model 230

without using any hand-crafted features. As input 231

to BiLSTM-CRF model, different levels of word 232

embeddings are used. One CRF model is trained 233

on a large dataset which is the re-annotated version 234

of News Articles (News) (Tür et al., 2003), and 235

the other one is trained on a small dataset which 236

is noisy-informal Twitter dataset. Thus, the model 237

learns from both data set jointly, and transfer learn- 238

ing implemented on Tweet-DS (Şeker and Eryiğit, 239

2017). 240

2.4 Transformer-based studies 241

Transformer-based models capture content of the 242

sentence and location of the each words in the sen- 243

tence, which provide contextual information and 244

long-range dependencies, based on Transformer ar- 245

chitecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). In Turkish NER, 246

there are limited studies on transformer-based mod- 247

els. Aras et al. (2020) empirically investigate the 248

recently used neural architectures and concluded 249

that transfer-based networks overcome the limita- 250

tions of BiLSTM networks. They also proposed 251

a transfer-based network with a CRF layer on top, 252

which is the current state-of-the-art model on the 253

News Articles (News) dataset. Our comparative 254

analysis includes several Transformer-based NER 255

models including English and multi-lingual lan- 256

guage models to understand their generalization 257

capabilities to Turkish NER, and also Turkish lan- 258

guage models. 259

2https://www.facebook.com/
3https://forum.donanimhaber.com/
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Definition News Articles WikiANN-tr Tweets-CG Tweets-FG ATIS-NER
Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test Train Test

Word Count 444,940 47,249 155,951 75,731 78,208 8,683 78,208 8,683 43,846 7,358
Person 14,690 1,600 8,827 4,517 1,617 275 1,617 275 - -
Location 9,763 1,116 9,547 4,850 960 144 960 144 7,165 1,208
Organization 9,158 866 7,946 4,142 1,360 168 1,360 168 - -
Date & Time - - - - - - 241 36 2,064 357
Other - - - - - - 122 6 971 175
Sentences 19,322 3,327 19,990 9,999 7,824 855 7,824 855 4,978 890
Vocab. Size 71,007 44,011 31,476 31,476 2,569

Table 2: Main statistics of Turkish datasets used in this study. Other includes money, percentage, code, and names.

3 Experiments260

There are two main experiments in this study. First,261

we compare the performances of the state-of-the-262

art models for Turkish NER. Second, we analyze263

important linguistic processing steps that would264

affect the performance of Turkish NER.265

3.1 Datasets266

We can access4 to four datasets, two of which are267

formal text in terms of language style, and the re-268

maining sets are informal text having daily lan-269

guage. The motivation is to compare the model per-270

formances on well-written text with daily language.271

News Articles (Tür et al., 2003) and WikiANN-tr272

(Rahimi et al., 2019) are formal datasets composed273

of news articles and Wikipedia texts. Tweets (Eken274

and Tantuğ, 2015) and ATIS-NER are informal275

datasets composed of Turkish tweets and airline276

spoken queries translated from English to Turk-277

ish. We modify Tweets to have a coarse-grained278

version (Tweets-CG), and use the original version279

(Tweets-FG) as in (Eken and Tantuğ, 2015).280

The dataset statistics are given in Table 2. We use281

these datasets since we can not access to other Turk-282

ish NER datasets (Çelikkaya et al., 2013; Şeker and283

Eryiğit, 2017; Yilmaz et al., 2020). Since there are284

several studies that report their results on Turkish285

NER using different datasets, we aim to use all286

datasets that we can access to, and examine the287

generalization capability of state-of-the-art models288

on Turkish datasets.289

3.1.1 News Articles290

The News Articles (News) dataset (Tür et al.,291

2003) has Turkish news articles annotated with the292

ENAMEX-type named entities, i.e. person, loca-293

tion, and organization types (PLO). The dataset294

includes news articles of a Turkish newspaper,295

4To access a dataset, we first try to download if publicly
available. Otherwise, we ask the authors who used the dataset
in their study.

Milliyet, from January 1997 to September 1998. 296

The named entities are tagged according to IOB2 297

scheme. There are various modified versions of this 298

dataset used in previous studies on Turkish NER. 299

We use the dataset version published by Çelikkaya 300

et al. (2013). Since the data is already processed 301

and clean, we do not apply any cleaning steps. 302

3.1.2 WikiANN-tr 303

The WikiANN-tr dataset (Rahimi et al., 2019) is 304

the Turkish subset of a multi-lingual NER dataset 305

consisting of Wikipedia articles annotated with the 306

ENAMEX type. However, we observe false an- 307

notations, and also Arabic and Russian sentences 308

in WikiANN-tr. We therefore apply the following 309

cleaning steps. We split suffixes separated by apos- 310

trophes. For instance, "Ankara’da" (translated to 311

"at Ankara") is split to "Ankara" and "’da". Suffixes 312

with apostrophes are mostly used when word is a 313

named entity in Turkish. We split text according to 314

punctuation marks. 315

3.1.3 ATIS-NER 316

The ATIS-NER (Airline Travel Information System) 317

dataset includes spoken queries (utterances) anno- 318

tated for the task of slot filling in conversational 319

systems (Goo et al., 2018; Mesnil et al., 2014). 320

Since the task is similar to NER, we adapt Turkish 321

version of ATIS, provided by (Şahinuç et al., 2020), 322

and refer it to as ATIS-NER. This fine-grained 323

version has 64 slot labels (or named entities) in 324

IOB2 format. We apply the same cleaning steps 325

as in WikiAnn-tr. In addition, we apply the fol- 326

lowing steps. Due to domain of ATIS, there are 327

labels related to airline codes, flight numbers, and 328

transport types. We clean the dataset so that it 329

can be used in Turkish NER studies. Slot labels, 330

such as fromloc.city_name and toloc.city_name, are 331

merged into the same entity (city_name). Some of 332

slot labels have common information, so we also 333

merge them into the same entity (e.g. city_name 334
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and airport_name are merged into the NAME335

tag). In addition, depart_date.day_name, de-336

part_time.time, fate_amount, and airport_code are337

tagged as DATE, TIME, MONEY, CODE respec-338

tively. Overall, we map all related slot labels to339

their NER tags. We remove relative labels, such340

as return_date.date_relative and cost_relative, and341

unnecessary labels such as meal, economy, trans-342

port_type that are not related to any ENAMEX or343

TIMEX tags.344

3.1.4 Tweets Dataset345

The Tweets dataset (Eken and Tantuğ, 2015) has346

9,358 tweets tagged in ENAMEX, NUMEX and347

TIMEX types. We apply the same cleaning steps348

as in WikiAnn-tr. In addition, we apply the follow-349

ings. We remove all duplicate tweets; decreasing350

the number of tweets to 8,967. We observe leaks351

in the test set, e.g. 21 tweets in the train set are352

also seen in the test set, which are removed. We353

remove #(hashtags), @(user-names), RT(retweet)354

and URLs. If a tweet contains only hashtags and355

usernames, it is removed from the dataset. We356

replace multiple repeated characters with their sin-357

gle equivalence, e.g. "Hello::)))" is converted to358

"Hello:)"359

Since News Articles and WikiANN-tr are tagged360

in ENAMEX type, in order to be comparable, we361

also create a ENAMEX-tagged version, called as362

Tweets Coarse-Grained (Tweets-CG), by changing363

DATE, TIME, MONEY, and PERCENTAGE to the364

empty ’O’ tag. We also use the original tagged365

version after removing duplicates and cleaning pro-366

cesses, called as Tweets Fine-Grained (Tweets-FG).367

3.2 Evaluation Metrics368

We measure the performances in terms of preci-369

sion, recall, and weighted F1 score, which are stan-370

dard CoNLL (Sang and De Meulder, 2003) met-371

rics. Evaluation is done using the seqeval library372

(Nakayama, 2018).373

We use IOB2 format in this study. I, O and B374

stands for inside, outside, and beginning, respec-375

tively (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1999). There are var-376

ious versions of IOB tagging format, e.g. IOBES377

and IOB1. However, IOB2 is one of the most fre-378

quently used format in NER. In IOB2 tagging, each379

entity chunk starts with B-<class>, and continues380

with I-<class>. In this study, all datasets are in381

the IOB2 format, where entities are determined by382

grouping the tokens to form a single entity (see383

Table 2).384

3.3 Comparative Analysis 385

We compare the following models for Turkish 386

named entity recognition. 387

CRF Tagging A tagging model can exploit fea- 388

tures for each input in text sequence to find out- 389

puts for each independently. Conditional Ran- 390

dom Fields (Lafferty et al., 2001) is a probabilis- 391

tic model that considers neighbor tag information 392

jointly. We employ CRF as a tagging layer in this 393

study. 394

Neural Networks Recurrent neural architectures 395

can process text sequentially to obtain neural em- 396

beddings that represent text sequence at every step 397

for named entity recognition (Lample et al., 2016). 398

LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1996) is a 399

recurrent neural model that captures long-range de- 400

pendencies in text with several gate structures. We 401

employ BiLSTM (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005), 402

is a bi-directional LSTM model that take advantage 403

of processing text sequence from both backward 404

and forward. To utilize a tagging model, we employ 405

BiLSTM-CRF (Huang et al., 2015), which employs 406

a CRF layer above a bi-directional LSTM encod- 407

ing layer. We give FastText (Bojanowski et al., 408

2017) word embeddings as input to the BiLSTM 409

encoding layer. 410

Transformer Language Models Transformer is 411

a deep learning-based architecture that uses self- 412

attention for each token over all tokens (Vaswani 413

et al., 2017). Text sequence is processed bi- 414

directionally as in BiLSTM, but with self-attention 415

that keeps positional embeddings. There is a fam- 416

ily of Transformer-based language models, mostly 417

pretrained using English data. We use two ma- 418

jor models in this family, BERT (Devlin et al., 419

2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019). BERT is 420

a bi-directional language model with the tasks of 421

masked language model and next sentence predic- 422

tion. RoBERTa is built on the BERT architecture 423

with a diverse corpora. The task of next sentence 424

prediction is also removed in RoBERTa. 425

BERT and RoBERTa are pretrained for English 426

data. To understand their genelization capability, 427

we fine-tune them for the downstream task of Turk- 428

ish NER by adding a softmax layer with the cross- 429

entropy loss function. We use the CLS sentence 430

embeddings of the last layer as input to the softmax 431

layer. We use the bert-base-cased model (BERT- 432

b-c) with 12 layers, a hidden size of 768, and 12 433
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heads; and the roberta-base model (RoBERTa-b)434

with 12 layers, a hidden size of 768, and 12 heads.435

Multi-lingual Language Models Instead of436

language-specific models, multiple languages can437

be incorporated into pretraining phase. The ad-438

vantage is that low-resource languages can benefit439

from high-resource languages by using shared vo-440

cabulary and semantic relatedness. We fine-tune441

mBERT and XLM-R that include Turkish during442

their pre-training phases. mBERT (Devlin et al.,443

2019) is built on the BERT architecture, but using444

multilingual data covering 100 languages. XLM-R445

(Conneau et al., 2020) is built on the RoBERTa446

architecture, but using multilingual data covering447

100 languages. XLM-R removes next sentence pre-448

diction, and has more data than mBERT in training.449

Turkish Language Models We fine-tune450

BERTurk, DistilBERTurk, ConvBERTurk, elec-451

TRa, which are pre-trained by using only Turkish452

text (Schweter, 2020). BERTurk re-trains the453

BERT architecture for Turkish data. We employ454

the BERTurk versions trained with vocabulary455

sizes of 32k and 128k. The distilBERTurk456

model is a distilled version of BERTurk with a457

smaller training data. ConvBERTurk is based458

on ConvBERT (Jiang et al., 2020), but using a459

modified training procedure and Turkish data. The460

elecTRa model is based on ELECTRA (Clark461

et al., 2020), using Turkish data.462

3.3.1 Experimental Setup463

We report results on the original train and test splits.464

Original split is given to compare with the studies465

used only original split, however original split has466

only a train-test split which might yield to random-467

ness in the training model. We therefore merge468

original train and test splits, and then apply 10-fold469

leave-one-out cross-validation in order to avoid po-470

tential annotator-dependent effects (Larson et al.,471

2019), and get reliable average scores over multiple472

splits.473

We use the pre-trained Turkish word embeddings474

provided by FastText5 (Bojanowski et al., 2017)475

word embeddings to feed LSTMs. We use Tensor-476

flow6 library for BiLSTM and BiLSTM-CRF. We477

design BiLSTM as they composed of 50 units in478

forward and backward layers. After concatenation479

of forward and backward layers outputs there is480

5https://dl.fbaipublicfiles.com/
fasttext/vectors-crawl/cc.tr.300.bin.gz

6https://www.tensorflow.org/

a dense layer consisting 100 perceptrons. Finally, 481

at the top of the structure we use sigmoid activa- 482

tion function. LSTMs are trained with no dropout, 483

a learning rate of 5e-3, a bath size of 16, and 20 484

epochs. 485

We use Simple Transformers7 library to train 486

Transformer-based language models. We train 487

them with the following hyper-parameters; learning 488

rate is 5e-5, number of epochs is 10, and batch size 489

is 16. The training process is done with a GeForce 490

RTX 2080 Ti. 491

3.3.2 Experimental Results 492

The results using different models on Turkish 493

datasets with their original train and test splits are 494

given in Table 3, where results are weighted av- 495

eraged over 10 time repeated training since the 496

models are stochastic, i.e. each run can generate 497

a different result. In Table 4, results are obtained 498

after leave-one-out 10-fold cross-validation. 499

We observe that ConvBERTurk has the highest 500

scores in most of the datasets when original split 501

is used. However, when 10-fold cross-validation is 502

applied, BERTurk has a challenging performance 503

as well. For both setups, XLM-R has the high- 504

est performance for the ATISNER dataset; show- 505

ing that multi-lingual models can be competitive, 506

specifically for spoken queries (utterances). 507

The performance of Turkish NER on the for- 508

mal datasets, News Articles and WikiANN-tr, is 509

higher than Tweets, probably due to noisy language. 510

Daily language is not a deteriorating factor in per- 511

formance, since ATISNER has similar scores as 512

those of News Articles and WikiANN-tr. 513

The models have slightly better performance in 514

the coarse-grained Tweets dataset, compared to the 515

fine-grained one. This observation is controversy to 516

our expactation of having better scores for coarse- 517

grained. 518

3.4 Linguistic Analysis 519

We present a linguistic analysis to investigate the ef- 520

fects of punctuation marks, normalization, lemma- 521

tization, and deasciification. 522

Punctuation Marks Punctuation marks are full 523

stops, apostrophes, question marks, commas, 524

colons, semi-colons, exclamation marks, and quo- 525

tation marks. We remove all punctuation marks 526

in the corresponding datasets. Our motivation is 527

to observe whether punctuation marks provide any 528

7https://simpletransformers.ai/
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Models News Articles WikiANN-tr Tweets-CG Tweets-FG ATISNER
Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1

BiLSTM 83.79 76.53 79.12 82.94 86.47 84.66 60.57 60.18 60.14 59.48 62.33 60.47 83.93 87.53 85.59
BiLSTM-CRF 88.67 76.69 80.42 89.22 88.29 88.75 66.31 57.67 61.30 63.68 62.60 62.83 85.77 86.92 86.23
BERT-b-c 83.90 72.84 76.50 90.06 91.16 90.59 64.28 62.86 63.48 64.50 63.85 64.09 89.73 92.99 91.27
RoBERTa-b 85.38 76.35 79.80 89.27 90.18 89.72 60.76 60.67 60.66 62.16 63.39 62.67 90.69 92.96 91.75
XLM-R-b 90.35 83.49 86.39 92.14 92.74 92.44 72.96 76.18 74.44 74.47 77.79 76.00 91.65 94.49 92.99
mBERT-c 87.83 78.86 82.43 92.33 93.27 92.80 68.81 68.93 68.83 70.14 69.90 69.90 90.51 93.67 91.99
distilBERTurk 89.33 83.55 85.88 89.51 90.85 90.17 71.80 73.15 72.43 72.44 74.04 73.15 88.76 92.78 90.67
BERTurk32k 93.49 88.51 90.69 92.25 93.01 92.63 76.74 80.40 78.44 77.47 81.79 79.47 90.00 93.48 91.63
BERTurk128k 92.19 88.12 89.85 90.67 92.98 91.71 77.09 81.58 79.20 77.11 82.79 79.77 89.84 93.40 91.54
elecTRa-c 93.86 89.10 91.18 92.36 93.37 92.86 76.03 80.67 78.24 77.02 81.47 79.11 90.05 93.51 91.69
ConvBERTurk 94.70 90.24 92.23 92.68 93.70 93.19 77.05 82.64 79.63 78.33 83.68 80.79 90.39 93.62 91.92

Table 3: Comparison of Turkish NER models (original split). Models are divided into sub-groups according to
neural and tagging models, English language models, multi-lingual models, and Turkish language models. Average
of 10 runs on the original split is reported.

Models News Articles WikiANN-tr Tweets-CG Tweets-FG ATISNER
Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1 Pre. Rec. F1

BiLSTM 87.74 88.79 88.11 83.46 87.60 85.46 57.96 57.29 57.45 57.96 54.77 55.89 88.76 89.34 88.98
BiLSTM-CRF 90.26 89.24 89.59 89.53 89.21 89.36 62.19 58.41 60.01 61.66 58.47 59.70 89.94 90.05 89.92
BERT-b-c 89.00 89.19 88.92 90.51 91.90 91.19 63.55 62.10 62.71 65.19 63.47 64.12 93.41 94.31 93.83
RoBERTa-b 88.15 88.92 88.41 89.74 90.85 90.29 61.66 60.72 61.04 62.53 62.08 62.10 93.73 94.23 93.96
XLM-R-b 92.45 93.07 92.69 92.31 93.18 92.74 72.43 74.46 73.34 73.10 75.39 74.05 94.02 95.15 94.55
mBERT-c 91.26 91.90 91.48 92.53 93.57 93.04 68.97 67.62 68.19 69.26 69.46 69.18 93.83 94.77 94.28
distilBERTurk 91.10 92.32 91.65 89.91 91.48 90.68 69.86 69.94 69.78 70.46 70.72 70.42 93.02 94.00 93.47
BERTurk32k 93.56 94.50 93.99 92.40 93.44 92.92 75.33 77.58 76.35 75.11 78.92 76.75 93.68 94.63 94.12
BERTurk128k 94.15 94.99 94.54 92.78 93.94 93.35 76.04 79.71 77.75 76.09 80.92 78.26 93.58 94.60 94.06
elecTRa-c 93.61 94.77 94.13 92.62 93.72 93.16 74.82 78.13 76.35 74.38 78.80 76.35 93.82 94.50 94.14
ConvBERTurk 93.78 94.95 94.33 92.97 94.16 93.55 75.66 80.32 77.82 76.06 80.85 78.20 94.09 94.96 94.49

Table 4: Comparison of Turkish NER models (10-fold cross validation). Models are divided into sub-groups
according to neural and tagging models, English language models, multi-lingual models, and Turkish language
models. Average of 10-fold cross-validation is reported.

necessary information for models. An example of529

removing punctuation marks is to convert "Istan-530

bul’da" (translated to "at Istanbul") to "Istanbulda".531

Normalization Normalization is the process for532

noisy texts to correct wovels and mis-spelling. We533

use zemberek-python8 for Turkish normalization.534

However, we observe that this normalization tool535

can modify word cases or remove some characters,536

which might affect the NER performance.537

Lemmatization Lemmatization is the process538

for words to represent them with their dictionary539

form by grouping inflections. We use zemberek-540

python8 for lemmatization process of Turkish541

datasets. For instance, "oynadılar" (translated to542

"they played") is converted to "oynamak" (trans-543

lated to "to play").544

Deasciification Deasciification is the process545

that converts ASCII characters to corresponding546

Turkish characters. For instance, "c" can be con-547

8https://github.com/Loodos/
zemberek-python

verted to "ç" if necessary. In Turkish, noisy 548

words are mostly written in their corresponding 549

ASCII characters. For instance, instead of "nasıl- 550

sın?" (translated to "how are you?"), social media 551

users tend to write "nasilsin?". We use turkish- 552

deasciifier9 for this purpose. 553

3.4.1 Experimental Setup 554

In the linguistic analysis, we use the same experi- 555

mental setup as in Section 3.3.1. Our aim is to com- 556

pare the results of Turkish NER on raw text with 557

the results after applying punctuation removal, nor- 558

malization, lemmatization, and deasciification. We 559

employ a neural model, BiLSTM, and Transformer- 560

based model, BERTurk32k, to avoid model-specific 561

results. We report weighted F1 scores on the origi- 562

nal splits of WikiANN-tr and Tweets-CG, to com- 563

pare formal written text and daily noisy language. 564

9https://github.com/emres/
turkish-deasciifier
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Model Raw Text Punctuation Normalization Lemmatization Deasciification
Wiki Tweet Wiki Tweet Wiki Tweet Wiki Tweet Wiki Tweet

BiLSTM 84.66 60.14 82.09 61.76 78.51 58.14 81.59 53.56 82.61 58.19
BERTurk 92.63 78.44 90.39 79.50 90.94 74.24 90.98 73.65 92.41 77.82

Table 5: Linguistic analysis: Weighted F1 scores of Turkish NER on raw text, compared to the scores after
applying important linguistic steps. Bold scores imply any improvement over raw text.

3.4.2 Experimental Results565

The results are given in Table 5. Considering both566

BiLSTM and BERTurk models, we observe that567

performance is increased in Tweets dataset when568

punctuations are removed, but not in WikiANN.569

The reason could be noisy language in Tweets. Re-570

moving punctuation would create more structured571

text. After applying normalization, lemmatization,572

and deasciification, the performance is decreased573

in all cases.574

4 Discussion575

In this section, we discuss the main insights gained576

from our experimental results, and then Turkish-577

specific challenges.578

4.1 Main Insights579

The main insights can be summarized as follows.580

• We report the results on the original train-test581

splits of all datasets to compare with other stud-582

ies. In addition, to obtain reliable results, we583

apply 10-fold cross-validation. We recommend584

to follow this approach since the performances585

can change significantly over different splits.586

• Transformer language models pretrained with587

Turkish text data is the current state-of-the-art588

for Turkish NER. Specifically, ConvBERTurk589

achieves the highest performance in the majority590

of cases. We argue that giving attention to spans591

of text can be more important for NER, compared592

to self-attention focusing on the whole text.593

• Multi-lingual language models have challeng-594

ing performance in Turkish NER. For instance,595

XLM-R has the highest performance for ATIS-596

NER, a spoken query dataset.597

• The NER performance in tweets is worse than598

other domains, possible due to the noisy language599

used in social media.600

4.2 Challenges for Turkish NER601

Current datasets that we can access to use have602

limited size of tokens. Moreover, we find several603

issues in the datasets that we can access to use for604

Turkish NER. We apply consistent cleaning and605

pre-processing steps to all datasets. To understand 606

the capability of generalization of the results to 607

smaller or larger data, there is a need to curate novel 608

and large-scale datasets for low-resource Turkish 609

language. Fine-grained NER datasets are limited; 610

we can only compare the results of fine-grained 611

with coarse-grained in Tweets. 612

State-of-the-art language models are mostly 613

trained in high-resource languages, such as En- 614

glish. Although there is an effort to train BERT-like 615

models for Turkish (Schweter, 2020), pre-trained 616

language models are still needed for Turkish mi- 617

croblogs, since microblog users can have slang. 618

We similarly observe in our experimental results 619

that the performance is worse in tweets compared 620

to other domains. Alternatively, one can explore 621

translation of Turkish microblogs to high-resource 622

langauges to learn models (Can et al., 2018). 623

Turkish is a flexible word order language, where 624

one can keep the semantics of context by chang- 625

ing the order of words in a sentence (Oflazer and 626

Saraçlar, 2018). An example is that the meaning of 627

the following sentence "Aziz Sancar’ın Nobel’ini 628

kutluyoruz" (translated as "we celebrate Aziz San- 629

car’s Nobel prize") is the same as its verb is moved 630

to the beginning of the sentence as "kutluyoruz 631

Aziz Sancar’ın Nobel’ini". The models that pro- 632

cess text both forward and backward can be a so- 633

lution for flexible word order, as supported by our 634

experimental results. 635

5 Conclusion 636

Named entity recognition is a challenging task that 637

has been widely studied in English. There is a lack 638

of comparative analysis for named entity recogni- 639

tion in Turkish data. In this study, we contribute to 640

the literature in three folds. First, we provide a sur- 641

vey on Turkish NER studies. Second, we compare 642

state-of-the-art NER models on various Turkish 643

datasets that we can access to. Lastly, we analyze a 644

set of linguistic processing steps that would affect 645

the performance of Turkish NER. In future work, 646

we plan to extend our analysis with more datasets 647

and processing steps. 648
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